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and strengthening our profile with customers
and principals, with high-level meetings taking
part with Aramco, Yokogawa, BASF, DP World
and SEC, to name a few. This emphasises our
transformation into positioning YBA Kanoo
Group as a solution provider.

CEO'S
MESSAGE
Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the fourth quarter edition of the
ITQAN Newsletter. We are coming to the end
of the first full year with Vision 2020, and I am
pleased to report that many of our strategies
and initiatives are bearing fruit and we are
gaining momentum. As we start the new year, I
would like to impart a message of focus. We are
seeing big changes, but we can only continue to
achieve our goals if we maintain the momentum
and operate with a sense of urgency.
We have had some big wins last quarter, from a
$15 million contract with a nationally owned oil
company and several potential bids, to working
with Huawei on logistics, expecting 3,000
annual shipments and covering BASF for all of
Saudi Arabia, UAE and Bahrain. We have made
an extremely strategic acquisition for shipping in
South Africa and have created Kanoo Africa, an
important step forward in globalising shipping.
Kanoo Travel has won two five-year contracts
with Nokia and Worley Parsons, and are working
on potential bids with big-name customers. We
opened a new workshop in Jubail, located close
to our customers and potential customers – with
an aim to manufacture in the near future.
This drive has resulted in a spike in our finances,
with organic growth of our top line, showing
our revenue higher than 2016 four months in a
row. These positive results are the precursor of
further work, and one of our key focus points
for 2018 will continue to be cost savings and
revenue generation. We must always keep
optimisation and digitalisation in mind to
improve cost as well as quality and control. Top
management has taken an active role in building

An area of focus remains to unify the organisation
behind a single, unified vision. We no longer have
Boards for each of our divisions – they are now
all under one Group Board. This has allowed
silos to be broken, eradicated country borders
and revolutionised our internal decision-making
process. As these operational silos continue
to be broken down, we are gaining synergies
between divisions, for instance in logistics and
travel. We continue to restructure internally, with
our Industrial & Energy restructure well underway
and ready to go live early this year.
We have also welcomed on board Group Internal
Audit Manager Alex Wallace, Group Tax Manager
Julian Lorca-Valverde, and Key Account
Manager Abdulaziz Darmeeh. The internal audit
function will evolve to offer an independent and
objective assurance and consultancy to YBA
Kanoo. Tax will have been rolled out on January
1, and Julian and his team have been working
hard to ensure that the proper IT and financial
systems are in place.
I have promised to create a world of opportunity
– and we are beginning to see that shape up.
Our leadership programme has been approved
and will kick off in March, with 20 employees
embarking on an 18-month programme that will
be fully funded and include structured rotation,
risk taking and courses. We have also equalised
annual leave and medical coverage across all
regions, coming into full effect this month.

Yours Sincerely,

Dr Patrick Chenel
Group Chief Executive Officer
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HRH Prince Salman handing Khalid Kanoo the award, with Saud Kanoo

LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT

AWARD

Winners of this year's Bahrain Award for Entrepreneurship

His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa,
the Crown Prince, Deputy Supreme Commander and
First Deputy Prime Minister handed YBA Kanoo Group
Deputy Chairman Khalid Mohamed Kanoo the Life
Achievement Award in honour of our late founder Yusuf
bin Ahmed Kanoo, in the presence of Group Managing
Director Saud Kanoo.
The award was presented at the Third Annual Bahrain
Award for Entrepreneurship, which is held under the
patronage of His Majesty King Hamad. During the
ceremony, the Crown Prince highlighted the importance
of human capital as the most valuable resource to any
economy, adding that it is through human creativity
and innovation that nations such as Bahrain are able to
create promising opportunities.
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Dr Chenel, left, Mr Al Qahtani, second from left, and Mr Burke, third from left, opening the
workshop

YBA KANOO
INAUGURATES STATE-OF-THE-ART

VALVE WORKSHOP

The new state-of-the-art workshop

Touring the workshop and its capabilities

A new Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Workshop for Industrial
Valves was officially opened in Jubail in November.
The event was honoured by the presence of Saudi
Kayan Contractor and Services Manager Mulfi Salem Al
Qahtani, and was attended by YBA Kanoo Group CEO Dr
Patrick Chenel and Industrial & Energy Executive General
Manager Fergus Burke amongst other high ranking
guests.
The new workshop will assemble, maintain and repair
valves, and will include services such as retrofit and
upgrade of various industrial valves; replacing and
reconditioning mechanical seals and rupture discs; and
steam trap inspection/survey and replacement. The
workshop is strategically located in Jubail, in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, close to many of its clients’ facilities.
“The opening of this facility is a major milestone in our
transformation plan,” Dr Chenel said.
“It also reaffirms our commitment to the country through
the Saudi Aramco value added programme, IKTVA, and
helps develop a world of opportunity for young Saudis.

“Its strategic location and proximity to our customers
allows us to reduce lead time, giving us a higher
advantage over our competitors.
“Within our immediate surroundings we have also begun
to work with potential customers who would benefit both
from the products produced and service capacity of the
workshop.”
The YBA Kanoo Workshop is also an authorised service
centre for Colfax pumps, BRDR Christensen plug valves,
Faris safety relief valves and Groth pressure and vacuum
relief valves.
"This is part of Kanoo Industrial & Energy strategy
to expand its range of solutions to clients within the
Operations & Maintenance phase of projects," Mr Burke
said.
“The new workshop will deliver a quality service to its
clients with a commitment to the safety and wellbeing of
its personnel.
“Kanoo Industrial & Energy will be manufacturing valves
in the near future, and the next step will be to expand our
workshop to repair and overhaul pumps and motors to
support with the maintenance of our clients’ facilities in
Jubail.”
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The Kanoo family with Mr Al Khouri

UAE AMBASSADOR VISITS KANOO FAMILY
UAE Ambassador to Bahrain His Excellency Abdulrahman Adullah Al Khouri visited the Kanoo family at the Kanoo
Guest House in Mahooz. The visit took place in the presence of several GCC ambassadors from the GCC, as well as
senior officials, businessmen, community leaders and media.
During the ceremony, Group Deputy Chairmen, Khalid Mohamed Kanoo emphasised the depth and strength of the
ties between Bahrain and the UAE in terms of various fields of development under the leadership of the two countries
and bilateral co-operation. Mr Kanoo also praised the ambassador’s efforts in developing existing co-operation,
especially in economic, trade and investment.
The Ambassador thanked the Kanoo family for their warm reception and welcome, stressing his desire to promote
and further develop the historical relations between the two brotherly countries.

SAUDI
NATIONAL DAY
Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo Company celebrated the
87th Saudi National Day on September 23. Amongst
the national day celebrations, the office building on Al
Madina Road, Jeddah, was decorated with green lights
and Saudi flags.

Kanoo HQ in Jeddah going green for Saudi National Day
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BASF
&
KANOO DINNER
A high-level meeting was held between YBA Kanoo Group officials and long-time partners BASF in Dubai.
Present at the meeting were YBA Kanoo Group Deputy-Chairman and Saudi Arabia Chairman Khalid Kanoo (sixth from
left), Kanoo Group Management Area Executive Mohamed Abdullatif Kanoo (fourth from left), Group CEO Dr Patrick
Chenel (third from left), Kanoo Group Director Fahad Fawzi Kanoo (third from right), and The Kanoo Group UAE & Oman
CEO Bob Curtis (first from left).
They met with BASF Chairman and CEO Dr Kurt Bock (centre), BASF Middle East Vice President John Frijns (second
from left) EUE Russia, CIS, Turkey, Middle East and Africa Senior Vice President Laurent Tainturier (seventh from left)
Wintershall Middle East General Manager Uwe Salge (second from right) and Managing Director and Head of Arabian
Peninsula Florian Krueckl (first from right).
YBA Kanoo signed several key deals with BASF in 2017, in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, further positioning YBA
Kanoo as a key strategic partner in the region.

VAT WORKSHOP

In preparation of Value Added Tax (VAT) implementation in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and UAE, training workshops
were held on the application of those rules to the various Kanoo business units and joint venture companies.
Events were held in Dammam, Riyadh, Jeddah and Dubai, with the training led by KPMG Middle East Senior
Manager Ali Al Mahroos and YBA Kanoo Group Tax Manager Julian Lorca-Valverde.
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BAHRAINI WOMEN’S DAY

CELEBRATED AT YBA KANOO
“We celebrate women across Bahrain today and all
their achievements, and we are proud to have so many
hardworking and strong women as part of our family at
YBA Kanoo.”
Shaikha Hayat thanked YBA Kanoo for the invitation,
and said that the achievements of Bahraini women in
all fields reflect the serious and sincere political will to
support women and enhance their role in the process
of building the nation and its advancement towards the
promising future that we all aspire to.
Shaikha Hayat accepting a token of appreciation from Khalid Kanoo

Over 100 female employees in the Yusuf bin Ahmed
Kanoo Group, celebrated Bahraini Women’s Day this
week at an event held at Kanoo Tower in the Diplomatic
Area.
It was attended by Women’s Sports Committee
chairwoman and Bahrain Olympic Committee board
member Shaikha Hayat bin Abdulaziz Al Khalifa, YBA
Kanoo Group Deputy-Chairman Khalid Mohamed
Kanoo, YBA Kanoo Group Chief Executive Officer
Patrick Chenel, and a number of senior executives.

Bahraini Women’s Day is held under the patronage of
Her Royal Highness Princess Sabeeka bint Ibrahim
Al Khalifa, Wife of His Majesty the King and Supreme
Council for Women (SCW) President. This year’s theme
is Women in the Engineering Field, and aims to shed
light on progress made by Bahraini women and their
achievements in various fields. Bahraini women are
honoured every year in a specific field, starting with
educational, then health, voluntary work, economy,
sports, the media, the military, banking and legal and
judicial fields.

The event included speeches by Shaikha Hayat and
Khalid Kanoo, followed by handing over of special
awards and gifts to five distinguished women from
the company, and a cake-cutting ceremony. Female
employees were awarded gift bags and roses, and
other gifts in celebration. YBA Kanoo aims to bolster
women’s development and progress, supporting its
female employees for higher endeavours.
“Women in YBA Kanoo have always been an essential
part of our workforce,” Group Deputy-Chairman Khalid
Kanoo said.

YBA Kanoo Celebrates Bahraini Women's Day

Shaikha Hayat meeting Kanoo female employees
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Ahmed Abdulla Kanoo, Khalid Kanoo, Fawzi Kanoo and Nabeel Kanoo cutting the cake

BAHRAINI
NATIONAL DAY

Around two hundred YBA Kanoo Group employees
and building tenants gathered to celebrate
Bahrain’s National Day in Kanoo Tower, Bahrain.
Group Deputy-Chairman Khalid Kanoo gave a
speech commemorating the day, emphasising the
importance of Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Group’s
Bahrain origins and starting point. He wished Bahrain
a happy 46th National Day and Accession Day,
wishing the country and Group further happiness
and prosperity. Commemorative items were handed
out to guests, with a traditional Arda band playing
and traditional Bahraini desserts and gahwa (coffee)
offered.

Khalid Kanoo giving a speech

Abdulaziz Darmeeh, Naseem Alsaeed, Ali Abdulla Kanoo, and Ali Alaradi

Mohamed Hasan, Ahmed Ansari, and Faisal Kanoo
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Khalid Kanoo holding up the Bahrain flag with employees

Kanoo employees enjoy the celebration

Arda band performing

Hussain Rasool, Christopher De'Ath and Jameel Al Sharaf
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COMPLIANCE

TRAINING
An anti-corruption workshop was held in Kanoo Tower,
Dammam with a focus on combatting corruption and
bribery. It was held by YBA Kanoo Group Legal Advisor
Helen de Oliveira and addressed current topical issues
and explaining the Combatting Bribery Law (CBL). The
National Anti-Corruption Commission and the penalties
proscribed under the CBL for individual violators
(including public officials and principals of companies).
Penalties and punishments in KSA vary depending on
the offense and may include any or all of up to ten years’
imprisonment, fines of up to SR1 million, prohibition
from contracts, and confiscation of any benefit derived
from the offense.
Corruption is an abuse of a position of trust in order to
gain an undue advantage. Bribery is a specific offence
which concerns the practice of offering something,
usually money, to gain an illicit advantage.
An overview of the treatment of corruption and bribery
across Bahrain, UAE and KSA is pictured here.
YBA Kanoo Group emphasises compliance in all its
dealings internally and externally.

Corruption and bribery are criminal offences across the GCC

If you have any questions or would like to report
any suspicious activities, please contact Kanoo
Compliance
on
compliance@kanoo.com
or
+97317220220 ext 1807 in Bahrain.
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Mr De'Ath adressing regional HR Managers

REGIONAL HR

MEETING SUCCESS
Under Vision 2020’s agenda of Redesigning Shared
Services, the Human Resources Team organised a
regional meeting for all its senior members from Bahrain,
KSA, and the UAE in the Riyadh Boardroom, Kanoo
Tower in Bahrain.
During the meeting, Group Human Resources and
Administration Manager Christopher De’Ath, explained
the new HR service delivery model to the team, and
how the new Shared Services Centre, enabled by the
successful implementation of MenaItech, will be an
integral part of delivering faster, more efficient, and
dedicated service to our internal customers.

Mr De'Ath
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MenaITech Launch Team with management

EMPLOYEES HONOURED

FOR WORK ON

MENAITECH
Dr Chenel

An appreciation lunch was held at the Four Seasons
Hotel Bahrain Bay for YBA Kanoo employees involved
in the MenaITech project. The event was attended by
Group CEO Dr Patrick Chenel, Administration and
HR Manager Christopher De’Ath, Shared Services
Manager Alan Phin, Group IT Manager Jameel Al Sharaf
and Regional Human Resource Operations Manager
Mohamed Mahmood Hasan. ITQAN Excellence Awards
were distributed to all employees that were integral to
the system’s launch.

Dr Chenel awarding Regional Human Resource Operations Manager Mohamed
Hasan

MenaITech was launched in October, in keeping with
the Vision 2020 strategy in the field of digitalisation.
MenaITech HRMS System was launched to improve
efficiencies, productivity, and utilisation of available
technology. The system is helping redesign the
company's shared services and create a better
environment to utilise resources more efficiently and
enable us to reduce duplication across back-office
operations.
The benefits of range from being a fully-integrated
system that supports every aspect of the employee
services lifecycle and helps streamline communication,
to collecting and analysing information across our
company. Day-to-day payroll and personnel processes
has also been automated, and the system addresses the
latest regional statutory and legislative requirements.
MenaITech Team at the lunch
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The team at the event

BBBF
GOLF DAY

As longstanding members and supporters of the
Bahrain British Business Forum (BBBF), YBA Kanoo
entered a team in this year’s annual Golf Day, played at
The Royal Golf Club, in Riffa.
The event consisted of over 60 business professionals
making up 15 teams, including our Joint Venture (JV)
partner AXA Insurance. YBA Kanoo sponsored the 16th
hole where individuals who landed their ball on the
green from the tee shot were entered in to a raffle prize.
The team was made up of Administration and HR
Manager Christopher De’Ath, Head of Group IT Jameel
Al Sharaf, Group Insurance Manager Stephen Wagstaff,
and Investment Senior Legal Advisor Christian Moerch.
“The event proved a great opportunity to both get our
brand out in to the market and network with industry
colleagues,” said Chief Commercial Officer William
Dennison.
“The BBBF have a number of Special Interest Groups,
including Oil and Gas, Construction and Legal.
Networking in such environments can only assist us in
our drive to grow the business. I would like to thank
Chris, Jameel, Christian and Stephen for representing
the group and, despite the hot and humid conditions,
understand had a great afternoon.”
The event was followed by a dinner for all participants
along with prizes for the winners.
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SPONSORING

KHALID BIN HAMAD

THEATRE AWARD

His Highness Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa, First
Deputy President of the Supreme Council for Youth
and Sports and Bahrain Athletic Federation Chairman,
expressed his appreciation for Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo
Group's sponsorship of the third annual Theatre Award
for National Clubs, Youth Centre and People with
Disabilities.
Shaikh Khalid thanked the YBA Kanoo Group for their
sponsorship, and stressed that the company did not
spare any effort to provide the required and varied
forms of support for the youth sector. Family Council
Chairman Nabeel Kanoo praised the efforts of Shaikh
Khalid in organising the event and his care and support

HRH Shaikh Khalid awards Nabeel Kanoo with a sponsor's trophy

SPONSORING

MANAMA

ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK

for the young and differently abled.

YBA KANOO GROUP

SPONSORS JCA
PREMIER LEAGUE

Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo Group is sponsoring the Kanoo
Premier League, organised by Jeddah Cricket Association
(JCA), for the 24th year.
The sponsorship check was presented by YBA Kanoo
Western Province Marketing and Public Relations
Executive Sultan Al Yazeedi to JCA Executive Patron Dr
Faiz Al Abideen at the Kanoo offices in Jeddah. JCA’s
Vice President Hamid Afandi and Syed Ashfaq Hussain
were present.
HE Shaikh Hisham handing the sponsorship award to Hussain Rasool

YBA Kanoo were the proud sponsors of this year’s third
annual Manama Entrepreneurship Week (MEW). As a
company founded on the unique vision of an entrepreneur,
YBA Kanoo believes in extending opportunities to other
Bahrainis. The event was held by the Capital Governorate,
and aimed to be a platform that connects and enables
young entrepreneurs.

YBA Kanoo’s sponsorship is part of its Corporate Social
Responsibility to support sports in general and JCA cricket
activities in particular. The YBA Kanoo cricket team was
part of JCA League until 2013 and was the recipient of
over 50 trophies in 25 years.

The week included panel discussions, seminars, events
and workshops, helping showcase leading regional and
international success stories and the various aspects of
support and business acceleration mediums available in
Bahrain.
Notable speakers included Tesla Europe and Middle
East Business Development Manager Peter BardenflethHansen, Carriage Co-Founder and CEO Abdullah Al
Mutawa, K6 Investments Managing Partner Mona
Kanaan, Rude Health Co-Founder and Manging Director
Nick Barnard, amongst others.

Dr Faish Al Abideen and Sultan Al Yazeedi
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YBA KANOO GROUP
SPONSORS EXCLUSIVE

FIGHT NIGHT
Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo Group sponsored the
Bahrain Boxing Club’s Third Fight Night, held at the
Gulf Hotel on December 1. The event was attended
by Family Council Chairman Nabeel Kanoo, Chief
Commercial Officer William Dennison, Regional
Indirect Procurement Manager Ismail Al Awadhi
and other employees and guests. Over 350 people
attended the event, which included eight exciting
fights.
As part of the sponsorship package, YBA Kanoo
Group has teamed with LIFT Strength & Conditioning
Centre to offer 10 of its employees a free two-week
membership at the gym in Janabiya. For the chance
win a free trial, email corpcomms@kanoo.com and
share why you would like to join LIFT.
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THE ROLE OF

KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Abdulaziz Darmeeh

The marketplace in our region today is a different world
to what we have known in the past. A market which was
considered stable for decades has become surrounded
with uncertainties. The impact of globalisation imposed
changes to even the most remote, conservative and
isolated parts of the world. Ready and affordable
access to knowledge, information and technology has
also created a market with a short product life cycle,
shifting the power from suppliers to consumers and
creates what is called market maturity. These drastic
changes pose a survival risk to many suppliers,
declining growth. Simultaneously, new game players
came onto the scene with nothing but the know-how of
new market tools, giving them the ability to adapt and
grow faster in a sustainable manner.
Today, Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo Group, which has
more than a century of entrepreneurial experience
in a broad range of sectors, has recognised the
characteristics of the new market environment and
decided to be a market leader for changes, changes
towards Sustainable Excellence. Therefore, as part of
the changes to achieve sustainable excellent, the role
of the Key Account Manager (KAM) is vital. Each KAM
will streamline and match the needs of the targeted key
account in line with the group’s capabilities. The KAM
will be the main link between the customer and the YBA
Kanoo’s and its internal teams to drive value chain and
create mutually recognised partnership and trust with
the customer.
I am newly on board as YBA Kanoo’s KAM for the Saudi
Aramco account. YBA Kanoo is currently perceived
by Saudi Aramco as a trading company that lacks inhouse products services and solutions. As a result, the

KAM-Aramco relationship will lead the journey of the
paradigm shifting in order to be approach by Saudi
Aramco as an integrated solutions provider. When we
look at our revenue today from Saudi Aramco, we are
90% dependent on one product line with around one
third market share. Others product lines are in the
range of 10% market share and run the risk of losing
it. The purpose of the KAM relationship approach is
to listen closely to Aramco’s needs, be fully exposed
to their needs and serious issues in order to provide
creative and integrated solutions. These solutions can
be provided by utilising our own capabilities as well as
our business partner’s and joint ventures (JVs).
Another challenge with our relationship with Saudi
Aramco and its JVs is to increase our footprint. Many
services we provide at the moment are site-specific,
whereas there are other similar sites that could receive
the same services. We will focus on these missing
markets in our new approach and continue to increase
our footprint. The YBA Kanoo-Aramco relationship
aims to be beneficial to both parties, and naturally
leading to the sustainable growth of our market share.
Consequently, this will drive the growth of our profit and
revenue, making YBA Kanoo more of a partner than a
supplier to Saudi Aramco.

Abdulaziz Darmeeh
Key Account Manager – Saudi Aramco
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VAT
TAX
IMPLEMENTATION
With the implementation of the new VAT tax in Saudi
Arabia and UAE on January 1, 2018, YBA Kanoo Group
has spent the last few months working hard behind
the scenes to ensure as smooth an implementation as
possible for the roll out.
Group Tax Manager Julian Lorca-Valverde spoke to
Corporate Communications to further explain his
department’s function and what VAT will mean for the
business going forward.
“The primary role of a tax advisor in business is essentially
to manage business risk. Specifically we are managing
tax risk, but fundamentally this is just another business
risk that needs careful managing,” he said.
“From YBA Kanoo’s perspective, now that the Group
and the region in general are facing the prospect of new
business taxes on the horizon, we have to focus on tax in
the same way we focus on any other business risks.
“My primary objection is to build a best-in-class tax
function that is commensurate to YBA Kanoo’s position in
the region and one that is able to manage Kanoo’s tax risk
in a robust and coordinated manner.”
The swift implementation of VAT in the region is the
biggest challenge for both front and back office, Mr
Lorca-Valverde explained, because VAT legislation was
made public with very little time to prepare.
“The main challenge for YBA Kanoo from a tax and risk
management perspective is to go from zero to 120km an
hour in a very short space of time,” he said.

Julian Lorca-Valverde

“Businesses are impacted by VAT because they are the
primary collectors for the government, making them
essentially a glorified tax collector on behalf of the
government. The compliance side of VAT falls fully on
businesses, but it ends up being the end consumer that is
the true payer of the tax,” he explained.
“It’s worth noting that countries that have had VAT for 40
or 50 years still don’t get things 100 per cent right all of
the time, and that’s a normal part of business, but that
does raise the prospect of tax penalties if things don’t
go according to plan as businesses across the region
implement VAT.
“I believe that tax authorities should focus their time
during the introductory phase on helping businesses be
registered for tax, understand tax, and be able to collect
it efficiency rather than punishing people for compliance
failures that are systematic or are simply teething problems
of businesses dealing with the new framework.”
Bahrain, which has yet to announce a date for
implementing tax, will pose its own difficulties, but these
will be mitigated by having gone through the learning
process with Saudi and UAE, he said.
“We expect Bahrain to implement VAT before the end
of 2018 and we’ll face the same risks and challenges in
Bahrain as with KSA and UAE,” he said.

“I joined Kanoo in October, and already we have recruited
a VAT Manager in the UAE (Keith Donegan) and a VAT
manager for KSA (Jesus Ricart) who are both highly
regarded tax specialists in their field.  I am confident that
together., we can put in place tax systems and processes
that are fit for purpose in a very short space of time.

“However, given we’re only 12 months away from the
furthest end date for Bahrain, and we haven’t seen
legislation yet, we can anticipate a late push to be VAT
compliant in Bahrain in Q4 of 2018. However, we’ll definitely
be in a better position to deal with those challenges as
we can leverage off all our experiences from the KSA and
UAE VAT implementation cycle.”

“The largest tax risk stems from just how new VAT is
to the region. In the case of the UAE, VAT is due to be
implemented on January 1, 2018 but the regulations were
only released towards the end of November 2017.

YBA Kanoo employees should rest assured that the
company is building a robust system for tax, and that
any questions can be directed to the tax department for
clarification.

“If you look at the YBA Kanoo footprint, with large
businesses in KSA, Bahrain and UAE, having two
countries introduce VAT simultaneously on January 1 is
certainly more challenging than just one country doing so.
That said, YBA Kanoo will be better placed than many
businesses in the region due to their size and resources.
There is also an element of us educating our own people
as well as our customers and vendors to ensure we can
go live with VAT on January 1, but we are also seeing our
customers and vendors reacting to the introduction in a
very positive manner.

“Our employees should be aware that we do have a
wide team of people within YBA Kanoo supporting the
implementation, from teams within IT, Finance, Tax and
Legal, who are all working around the clock to facilitate
a smooth introduction of VAT,” Mr Lorca-Valverde
emphasised.

In simple terms the VAT tax is a consumer tax, so as a
general rule it’s people that end up ‘suffering the tax’, Mr
Lorca-Valverde said.

“That said, all employees should be mindful that YBA
Kanoo, our customers and vendors are all dealing with
the implementation in a region where VAT is very new and
so during the course of their business if they see anything
that looks unusual, we have an in-house tax function that
can help.”
The VAT Helpdesk can be reached at

VATHelpdesk@kanoo.com.
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VAT IS LIVE
VAT has now come into effect in
KSA and the UAE as of 1st January 2018

To help you transition through the implementation period of the introduction
of VAT, YBA Kanoo has set up a VAT helpdesk email address to provide
business units with a platform to address all your VAT queries.
If you have not noticed already, your YBA Kanoo desktop now incorporates
the VAT helpdesk email address. You can further take a look at FAQs
provided by the tax authorities.
KSA:
https://vat.gov.sa/en/introduction-to-vat-teh/faq/technical-faqs
UAE:
https://www.tax.gov.ae/faq.aspx#business
Do not hesitate to use the helpdesk email function, we are here to help you.

VISION 2020
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KANOO LOGISTICS
STRATEGIC PARTNER FOR

BASF IN GCC

A number of contracts have been signed between
Kanoo Logistics and BASF in the GCC, from Saudi,
Bahrain and UAE.
In January 2017, BASF Saudi agreed to a BD600,000
per year value contract for 2,000sqm warehousing
in Dammam. The scope includes warehousing,
transportation within the kingdom, and customs
clearance. In April 2017, due to the service excellence
provided by Kanoo Logistics, BASF expanded the
business to include export transportations by land. In
August 2017, BASF Building Materials awarded Kanoo
Logistics with 3 to 4 years’ contract worth BD2.4m per
year, which includes long-leases of 10 trucks and 5,00011,000 trips per year of local transportation within KSA.
In February 2017, BASP (PAME Bahrain) awarded
Kanoo Logistics a two-year contract worth a total

of BD800,000 for coming up with a unique logistics
solution by managing import and export shipments in
Bahrain to support BASF and improve efficiency and
cut costs. The solution is also aligned with His Majesty
King Hamad’s Vision 2030 by appointing Bahrain as the
main hub for logistics in GCC countries.
In November 2017, BASF UAE awarded Kanoo
Logistics a one-year BD100,000 contract that includes
transportations within UAE, export by land to KSA, and
customs clearance. The contract is currently in its initial
phase, as it can lead to a joint project of creating a
hub of supply chain in Jebel Ali including warehousing,
transportations, and customs clearance for all BASF
companies, which is now under study.

KANOO LOGISTICS KANOO LOGISTICS
WINS MAJOR CONTRACT JEDDAH DELIVERS
WITH HUAWEI 70-TONNE BOILER

Kanoo Logistics signed a BD200,000 annual Huawei
contract in December 2017. The project’s scope is for
logistics services, mainly custom clearance and delivery
in all three provinces in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
with delivery of mobile phones and its accessories.
An expected amount of 3,000 shipments per year,
majority by airfreight, are expected. The total business
distribution is Saudi will be split 50% in Riyadh, 40% in
Jeddah and 10% in Dammam airports. The first shipment
arrived mid-December 2017. These high-value cargo
mean that a key success factor will be guaranteeing
high security handling of the shipments to ensuring zero
losses are incurred.

A 70-tonne boiler was delivered successfully by Kanoo
Logistics in Jeddah to Al Jazeera Gypsum Factory at
Yanbu. The delivery, which was cleared through customs
on time, is for the yet-to-open factory. The customer is
a major gypsum production manufacturer in Yanbu, and
their plant is under construction and slated to be finished
mid-2018. The division has been associated closely with
them since the beginning of 2017 and have handled
their container shipments, with several heavy lift cargo
deliveries.
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SUCCESSFUL CLEARANCE FOR

Khalifa. The annual show contains top-tier jewellers,
iconic brands, designers and distributors from across
the world.

The 26th annual Jewellery Arabia, the largest jewellery
and watch exhibition in the Middle East, was held from
November 21 to 25 under the patronage of His Royal
Highness Prime Minister Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al

BICS (Motorsports and Events division of Kanoo
Logistics) provided another successful year of clearance
and on-site handling. BICS handled over 7.6 tonnes of
general cargo inbound, along with 700 hand carry/VAL
shipments inbound and outbound, along with several
trucks.

JEWELLERY ARABIA 2017

BICS MOTOR
SPORTS EVENT

WEC 2017

The World Endurance Championship (WEC) Event
was held at the Bahrain International Circuit between
November 16th – November 18th. The 6-hour endurance
race was supported by BICS Motor Sports Division of
Kanoo Logistics with clearance and on-site handling.
In addition, the division also handled the cars and
equipment for two private events directly after WEC,
including arranging urgent clearance and delivery to the
private aircraft terminal for a VIP customer. The volume
of freight handled was over 100 tonnes of inbound/
outbound freight (air and sea); including five inbound
charters and two outbound charters.
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From left, Kanoo Logistics DAFXA Sales Executive Sameer Khan, Mr Vranken, Mr Kumar,
Mr Severijns, Mr Vidyadharan

KANOO LOGISTICS

PARTICPATE IN
GPCA FORUM

Kanoo Logistics participated in the Gulf Petrochemicals
and Chemicals Association’s (GPCA) annual event in
Dubai. The forum, which is a leading networking event
for the petrochemicals and chemicals industry in the
Arabian Gulf. The theme for the year was Chemical
Industry in Transformation. Kanoo Logistics partnered
with H. Essers to participate in the forum, and were
represented by Kanoo Logistics General Manager
Krishna Kumar and Kanoo Logistics Dubai Sales Manager
Prasanth Vidyadharan. H. Essers were representated by
Chief Commerical Officer Pascal Vranken, International
Expansions Business Unit Manager Lieven Severijns and
Global Industry Lead Chemicals Maarten Goossens. The
event provided an opportunity to explore current industry
trends and developments and will help strengthen the
chemical logistics business.

KANOO LOGISTICS
WAREHOUSING CONTRACT

IN RIYADH

Kanoo Logistics and Pan Emirates, Dubai signed a
three-year agreement to lease a third-party Warehouse
Space of 4,600 sqm in November 2017. This partnership
aims to lead to further strengthening of the business
relationship between the two companies and will
open new opportunities going forward, with Logistics
supporting Pan Emirates in clearance and transport as
well.

From left, Mr Goossens, Mr Vidyadharan, and Kanoo Logistics AUH Branch
Manager Sami Rai
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NEW KANOO LOGISTICS

FACILITY TO OPEN

IN DAMMAM

Almost 90% of work is complete on Kanoo Logistics’ new
facility in Dammam, with a move that will see the division
double its space. The current warehouse complex is
50,000sqm, and the new location, named KLE 08, will
have a capacity of 100,000sqm.
The facility has been in development for two years and the
expected move is currently slated for February 2018. The
property is being developed by Kanoo Real Estate, and
will enable the Logistics Division to centralise all operating
units to one location, with increased warehouse and
laydown space, as well as better service to customers.

KANOO SHIPPING

OPENS NEW REGIONAL OFFICE

IN SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town Team

Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Group has made a strategic
acquisition of Wallem South Africa, one of the world's
largest and most experienced providers of maritime
solutions. This acquisition, which purchased the
existing operations and business of Wallem, will help
Kanoo Shipping continue its growth and to be more
effective in expanding the Kanoo leadership in South
Africa. The company has changed its name to Kanoo
Africa as of November 2017.
Kanoo Shipping intends to maintain existing offices
and staff in both Cape Town and Durban and will be
looking to expand the Southern Africa network in the
coming months. Wallem South Africa has through the
professional leadership of current Managing Director
Nils Warner and his team developed an outstanding
reputation in providing operational and servicing
standards to both local and worldwide customers.
Nils Warner will continue his role as Managing Director
of Kanoo Africa and Jonathan Millar will take over as
General Manager for South Africa.

Durban Team

Kanoo Shipping’s strategy is to continue to penetrate
developing markets, with a number of acquisitions
already in process to expand.
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Nikolai Norman

RESTRUCTURING

OF REGIONAL
COMMERCIAL TEAM

With an increasingly competitive landscape, Kanoo
Shipping restructured its Regional Commercial Team
to create a commercial environment that excels in the
creation of value for our customers and business.
Angelo Marcantonio has been appointed to Assistant
Regional Commercial Manager and Nikolai Norman to
Regional Development Manager. Angelo and Nikolai
to report to Regional Commercial Manager Jonathan
Bygrave.
As Assistant Regional Commercial Manager, Angelo
Marcantonio will be responsible for developing and
implementing Kanoo Shipping Customer Relationship
Management System (CRM), assisting in the
organisation and pricing in response to Regional
tenders and proposals, assisting in the development
and implementation of core area and market sector
business development plans as well as actively
seeking new opportunities for Kanoo Shipping with
the focus on the Offshore Sector. Angelo’s career in
the Shipping industry started in Italy after his postgraduate MSc. Degree in Enterprise Management from
University of Pavia and further US International studies
at New York University. He acquired the license as a
certified Shipping Agent in Italy and provided leading
customer-focused operations committed to customer
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Angelo Marcantonio

service excellence within renowned Global Shipping
Agencies. Prior to joining Kanoo Group, Angelo had
extensive European, Asian and Middle East operations
experience leading husbandry and cargo services as
Operations Manager and Owners’ Representative in
Middle East and Sri Lanka where he spent several
months in Colombo to setup a new operational office
and expanding services in the country.
As Regional Development Manager, Nikolai Norman
will be responsible for developing operational service
excellence standards, developing and managing
marketing intelligence as well as development and
governance of the Core Account Management (CAM).
Prior to spending 17 years in the Middle East, Nikolai
completed his studies in UK followed by a career within
well-known ship owning companies and postings in
Russia, Ukraine and Thailand, Nikolai relocated to
Abu Dhabi in early 2000. Nikolai is an entrepreneurial,
corporate shipping and maritime senior executive with
24 years’ management, sales, marketing and business
development expertise gained across both regional and
international markets of a premier shipping services
company. Nikolai embraces people development and
a customer-centric culture to deliver organisational
objectives, as well as client and shareholder value.
Prior to joining Kanoo Shipping, he was a member of
the management team of a global and leading Ship
Agency house with P&L responsibility driving sales
and operational excellence across Africa, Middle East,
India Sub Continent and Black Sea consisting of 80
offices. He also acted as a board member of joint
ventures with local partners where regulations require
to have a local partner.
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RESCUE OPERATION

UNDERTAKEN BY

KANOO SHIPPING

IN RED SEA

Kanoo Shipping Yanbu evacuated Russian crew member
from a vessel in Red Sea. A special medical evacuation
team assisted a crew member in very critical condition
in June.

Kanoo Shipping Yanbu Senior Supervisor Mohamed
Iqbal mobilised the appropriate resources and informed
Yanbu Commercial Port Control and Port Authorities in
order to receive emergency approvals needed to attend
to the vessel.
The vessel was originally sailing from Jeddah to Suez
when it was diverted to Yanbu, and a qualified medical
team and ambulance were arranged from Al Ansari
Hospital Yanbu to respond. The doctor visited the vessel
at the Outer Pilot Station prior to disembarking the
crewman for checkup.

The team at Yanbu received a medical evacuation request
from its principal, Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement,
regarding their chief officer, who was critical due to a
cerebral hemorrhage.

The patient was transferred into a hospital with
neurosurgery specialty, and was in intensive care unit
(ICU) for three weeks before he was stable enough
to return to his home country. Kanoo Shipping Yanbu
arranged for medical escort to repatriate the patient back
to Russia. A special appreciate was given by Bernhard
Schulte Shipmanagement to Kanoo Shipping Yanbu for
its enormous efforts in saving the crewman’s life.

KANOO SHIPPING

August. The division has achieved quick turnaround
time for repositioning empty tanks and recovering
demurrage from the receivers.

EXPANDS SERVICES

IN AFRICA
Bulkhaul Ltd, one of the top four ISO tank operators, has
selected Kanoo Shipping to handle ISO tank operations
in Africa and Sri Lanka. The $160,000 deal has Kanoo
Shipping represent Bulkhaul in in Tanzania, Gabon,
Mauritania and Ivory Coast. Operations in Africa started
in April 2017, while operations in Sri Lanka began in

Kanoo Shipping aims to become Bulkhaul’s regional
partner in Africa, providing sales and operational
support in South Africa where Bulkhaul controls the ISO
tanks market with a volume of 70-100 tanks import and
100 plus tanks export, including tanks manufacturing in
Port Elizabeth.
Bulkhaul is located in Middlesbrough, UK and has fullfledged tank manufacturing, servicing and distributing
facilities designed to satisfy customer requirements.
The company handles both operational and commercial
aspects through regional set up in the UK and Singapore
with a third-party agency partnership.
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Kanoo Shipping Ras Tanura team with their awards

KANOO SHIPPING WINS

SERVICE EXCELLENCE
AWARD FROM MCDERMOTT

Kanoo Shipping in Ras Tanura was presented with a
Service Excellence Award from the McDermott Arabia
Company Limited.
McDermott planned the critical campaign for mobilisation
of their spread to the offshore field but the vessel arrived
in Ras Tanura unexpectedly during the Eid Holidays in
July. Customs offices are usually closed during Eid, and
the delay to the campaign would have cost millions of
Riyals. Due to the massive cost it would have faced,
McDermott requested Kanoo Shipping find a solution
to avoid the demurrage costs and delay to the critical
campaign.

SABTANK-SABIC

PLANT UPGRADE
A study on the upgrade of a plant in Jubail was
commissioned by SABTANK-SABIC from Kanoo Oil &
Gas.
Kanoo Oil & Gas partnered with UK-based consultancy
firm McLellan & Partners to conduct the study. Its scope

Kanoo Shipping in Ras Tanura worked on a special
arrangement with government authorities to perform
customs inspection and clearance during the Eid
Holidays. Kanoo Shipping Ras Tanura Government
Relations Officer Hussain Sadiq, KSA Offshore Manager
Sadiq Khan, Eastern Province Offshore Manager Sarfaraz
Mirza and Marine Craft Senior Coordinator Waseem
Ziaullah were all on the team who worked closely with
the government to help perform customs inspection. The
four vessels, Amazon, Derrick Barge 27, QMS Neptune
and Stanford Condor, were cleared in time.
The decades-long relationship between Kanoo Shipping
and McDermott Arabia Limited was further cemented.
Fulfilling customer requirements up to agreed terms of
contract is ensured in everyday procedures, but in this
instance, Kanoo Shipping pushed beyond contract to
ensure continued success for our customer.
The achievement was valued by McDermott, who invited
the Kanoo Shipping team to their offices and awarded
appreciation certificates as a token of appreciation.

includes a detailed survey of sections A, B and C of the
SABTANK Terminal in Jubail Industrial Port (JIP) during
both operating and non-operating conditions.
The BD170,000 contract was signed in October 2017,
and will result in a detailed report from YBA Kanoo/
McLellan for capacity increase with capital expenditure,
as well as a facility upgrade.
Kanoo Oil & Gas Jubail Sales Manager Amardeep
Jhakalkar worked closely on the project to ensure its
success.
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STRATEGIC DEAL WITH
NATIONALLY-OWNED

OIL COMPANY

A BD 6.7million contract has been signed between
a nationally-owned oil company (NOC) and Kanoo's
Industrial & Energy division.
The contract is for the upgrade of the Main Intake
Substation (MIS 01) and CO2 Electrical Project. The
project aims to replace existing 34.5 kV AIS with the new
34.5 kV GIS, due to increased demand for power supply.
As part of the refinery’s power expansion project, the
NOC has also requested a new 115kV GIS, as the power
from the utility is directly fed in to their main intake power
transformers through a gas insulated busduct.
“I would like to wish the business unit success with
safe project delivery on this prestigious project,” said
Industrial & Energy Executive General Manager Fergus
Burke.
“The project is part of Kanoo Industrial & Energy’s
strategy to develop its electrical and instrumentation
service delivery capability.”
The project will be executed in two phases, with the first
phase covering the upgrade and the second covering
the new 115kV GIS.
YBA Kanoo has the capability to undertake such a
project with in-house personnel, and is trusted by the
NOC due to previous experience working together.

EPC SIGNED

BD13M DRILLING
CONTRACTS SIGNED

A total of BD13.3 million in drilling agreements have
been signed with Saudi Aramco.
The first is a one-year BD3.4m agreement to supply
bentonite drilling muds to Saudi Aramco. It is used as a
viscosifier in the drilling operation, specially formulated,
high-yield bentonite designed for use in tunnelling
and large diameter horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) operations. Viscosifier promotes rapid viscosity
development while maintaining effective borehole
stabilisation and enhanced filtration control in most
water-based drilling.
A one-year BD2.5 million purchase agreement was also
signed for supplying Hydroguard Plus drilling fluids.
This is used as a shale stabilise system in the drilling
operation, improving properties such as lubricity, control
fluid loss, and to give better bore hole performance
during drilling.
A two-year purchase agreement for supplying Micromax
Drilling Fluids at a value of BD7.4m. This is used a
weighing agent in the drilling operation, to help increase
the density of the fluid and help restrain formation
pressure and improve mud displacement.

PEROXIDE HAZARD
TRAINING ORGANISED

BY ARKEMA

WITH EMIRATES STEEL

YBA Kanoo principal Arkema organised an anticipated
safety hazard training of its Organic Peroxide hazards
and safe handling to the plant operators of Sipchem
and Sabic Kemya at Jubail Industrial City, Saudi Arabia
during the end of third quarter of 2017.

Kanoo Energy received a BD430,000 Engineering,
Procurement & Contracting (EPC) contract in July 2017
for the design, supply and installation of overhead
cable gantry, installation of cable trays, cable laying,
connection, testing and commissioning of 33KV cables
from Emirates steel (Phase-1). This is the first time Kanoo
Energy carried out an electrical systems EPC.

Organic Peroxide Specialist Product Development
Manager Bruno Vanhemelryck and Commercial and
Business Development Manager Guillaume Vandystadt
travelled from France to Jubail, KSA to conduct the
training sessions.

The project was a competitive bid with more than
10 competitors, and took four months to secure the
order with strong efforts from Senior Project Manager
Balasubramanian.
Based on performance from Phase 1, Emirates Steel
awarded Kanoo Energy an additional BD320,000 contract
in August 2017 for 33KV cabling work in Phase Two of
EPC Contract. The project was handled by Operations
Manager R A Shaikh and Mr Balasubramanian.

Arkema believes regular safety and handling training
sessions for peroxides are essential to minimising
hazards at the workplace.
Arkema Functional Additives Business Manager
Initiators EMEA Vincent Menenteau highlighted that
Arkema, in association with YBA Kanoo, takes the health
and safety of its customers with utmost importance
and strives for longstanding partnerships for a win-win
situation.
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OUTSTANDING AWARD

FROM CDC-GROTH
Kanoo Oil & Gas Jubail was presented with an award
for ‘Outstanding Performance and Dedicated Services’
during 2016-17. It was awarded by Oil & Gas Principal
CDC-Groth in their annual sales conference held in
Phuket, Thailand in November.
Kanoo Oli & Gas Sales Manager Amardeep Jhakalkar
received the award from CDC-Groth HR Director
Karen M Greg presented the memento to Mr Jhakalkar.
Kanoo Flow Control Sales Manager Lalit Grover also
attended the conference.

The Kanoo Machinery team at the the expo

MATERIALS HANDLING

MIDDLE EAST 2017

Kanoo Machinery participated in the annual Materials
Handling Middle East 2017 in Dubai. The show is the only
dedicated expo in the region for professionals from every
aspect of the warehousing, intralogistics and supply chain
sector. It also presents the world's leading providers for
intralogistics solutions with a Supply Chain and Logistics
Forum.
Kanoo Machinery participated in the event by putting up
a stand with four of its principals, Hyster, Utilev, Combilift
and Aisle Master. Machines for multiple applications were
displayed at the event.
The division aimed to reinforce their position as a one-stopshop solutions provider for all warehousing and logistic
requirements, strengthen relationships with principles,
and introduce new machines. Kanoo Machinery also met
existing and potential clients at the show, highlighting their
product support capabilities, including after-market parts,
consumables, service, warranty support and training.
Equipment, including forklifts, trucks and combilifts, were
showcased at the stand from various principals. The
range of machines on offer established Kanoo Machinery
as a leading materials handling provider in the GCC.
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APPRECIATION AWARD
FROM PRINCIPAL ARKEMA

YBA Kanoo principal Arkema awarded the company
an appreciation certificate in honour of outstanding
performance and results in logistics processes and
deliveries of organic peroxides to the customers. Organic
peroxides are always stored and transported in sub-zero
temperature (-5C to -35C) due to hazardous and explosive
nature.
Kanoo Oil & Gas Chemicals Sales Logistics Coordinator
Aqeel Al Laith received a certificate of Appreciation from
Arkema. It was awarded during the training programme
organised by Kanoo Oil & Gas for end-users of Arkema in
Jubail. Mr Al Laith was instrumental in providing excellent
logistics support despite challenges.
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NOKIA

CONTRACT

Representatives from Kanoo Travel and Etihad Airways

STRONG RELATIONSHIP
REAFFIRMED BETWEEN

KANOO TRAVEL AND

A key win for Kanoo Travel this quarter was signing
a three-year contract with Nokia. The deal, worth
BD1,320,200 is slated to begin on February 1, 2018.
The contract is made up of end-to-end corporate travel
management solution, which comprises of legacy
flights, low-cost carriers, hotels, car hire insurance and
Meeting, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE).
Kanoo Travel will be in charge of their travel for Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon and Yemen.
Nokia is a global communication company, producing a
broad range of technological devices and software, and
operates networks, sales, and communication channels
worldwide. Nokia’s business segments include Ultra
Broadband Networks, IP Networks and Applications,
and Nokia Technologies.

WORLEY PARSONS

CONTRACT
Kanoo Travel has signed a BD943,000 five-year
contract with global Australian services company
Worley Parsons. The contract is made up of end-toend corporate travel management solution, which
comprises of legacy flights, low-cost carriers, hotels,
car hire insurance and Meeting, Incentives, Conferences
and Events (MICE). Kanoo Travel will be in charge of
their travel for Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and UAE. The
contract will begin on March 1, 2018. Worley Parsons
delivers projects, provides expertise in engineering,
procurement and construction and offers a wide range
of consulting and advisory services.

ETIHAD AIRWAYS
Kanoo Travel held a gala dinner in collaboration with
Etihad Airways at the Gulf Hotel. The two partners
discussed key areas of Kanoo Travel’s focus, forthcoming
industry challenges and recent developments in the
company’s technology and automation sectors. The
dinner brought together junior and mid-level travel
agents and executive assistants attended the event to
enhance rapport with bookers across the Kanoo Travel
network.
“At Kanoo Travel, we value our successful, long-lasting
relationships with corporates and partners such as
Etihad Airways,” said Kanoo Travel Interim Executive
General Manager Zaeem Gama.
“These relationships have ensured our holistic view of
market requirements and help us fulfill industry needs.
Kanoo Travel continues to strive to bring the best worldclass technology and solutions to further facilitate and
streamline Corporate Travel Management.
“This gala dinner brought our two companies and
employees together to help form an even stronger
rapport and engage in efficient problem-solving
strategies.”
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BAKU
4 Days - 3 Nights
From
BHD

255

Package Includes:
- Flights
- 4 Star Hotel Accomodation (Bed & Breakfast)
- Sightseeing
- Airport transfer

*Terms & Conditions Apply

Exclusive Offer for Kanoo Employees,Family & Friends

175769977

BAKU
OFFER

Baku is the capital and largest city of Azerbaijan, and
is the lowest-lying national capital in the world. It has
recently become a highly popular destination, with
distinctive architecture, stunning natural sites and cosy
city atmosphere. Often described as a cross between
Paris and Dubai, this is a destination not to be missed
– especially with this quarter’s exclusive ITQAN Travel
Offer.
Visit Baku for four days, three nights for only BD255.
The package includes flights, four-star hotel (bed and
breakfast), sightseeing tours and airport transfer. Offer
is avaliable to all YBA Kanoo Group employees, family
and friends -- simply call 175769977 and ask for the
Baku ITQAN Offer.

Some must-see cultural sites in Baku:
• Maiden Head, The Maiden Tower is a 12thcentury monument in the Old City, Baku, Azerbaijan.
The Shirvanshahs' Palace, dated to the 15th century
• The Baku Ateshgah, often called the "Fire Temple
of Baku" is a castle-like religious temple in Surakhani
• Heydar Aliyev Centre, designed by Zaha Hadid,
which houses a conference hall (auditorium), a gallery
hall and a museum.
• Azerbaijan Carpet Museum, a 50-year old
museum that has organised more than 30 exhibitions
in different countries around the world and was the
only museum dedicated to art of carpet weaving
when it was established
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RIDE THE RAILS WITH KANOO TRAVEL
Kanoo Travel, in collaboration with STA, is offering great deals and rail passes worldwide. Many of these passes aren’t
available once you arrive in the chosen country, and exclusive airfares are guaranteed alongside the passes, as well as
accommodation, tours, and other travel essentials.
The newly established Rail Network means Kanoo Travel now offers travellers the opportunity to offer a wide spread of Rail
reach options. It covers Britrail, Eurostar, Eurail, Vodkatrain, Japan Rail, Rail Austrailia, Amtrak (USA) and VIA Rail (Canada).
One adventurous pass to add to your travel bucket list is ‘The Genghis Khan’. Explore the world’s famous rail journey and
without question one of the most epic overland 14-day adventures of all time. Overnight trains have comfortable bunk-bed
style four-berth compartments on most journeys, with bedding, reading lights, a small table, room for your backpack and
hot/cold running water. The journey exposes you to the unique cultures, landscapes and people of Russia, Mongolia and
China.
Top 10 Reasons to Ride the Rails with Kanoo Travel:
1. Save money – more often than not, trains are cheaper than driving or flying, particularly if you want to check out several
countries on one trip or cover some serious distance.
2. Missed the 3pm train? Catch the 3.30pm! Plans always change and rail passes give you the freedom to travel when
and where you like.
3. Location: Unlike airports, most train stations are in the heart of cities, so you can spend your time and money exploring,
not on cab fares and bus rides.
4. Supersize Your Luggage: unlike having to check-in your carry-on bag at the airport, you can take what you like on the
train.
5. Many rail companies have discount agreements with local ferry and bus services, so you can use your pass on the
water and road as well as the tracks.
6. Unless you’re exploring the world by foot or bike, trains are one of the most eco-friendly transport options around.
7. Stretch your legs, move around and leave your electronic devices on the whole time, not just when the seatbelt sign
turns off.
8. Many of Europe’s trains are marvels of futuristic engineering with high-speed routes slashing journey time – and that
doesn’t even touch on Japan’s ‘bullet’ trains.
9. Show up 30 minutes ahead of time and get straight on the train. No more early check ins, long waits in security and
throwing out all liquids over 100mls.
10. Chat with the locals and meet travellers from around the world who, like you, want to get the true feeling for a country.

TRAVEL SHOWS
Kanoo Travel participated in the exclusive Saudi Aramco’s
Global Logistics Division’s (GLD) ‘2017 Saudi Aramco
Mini Travel Shows’ that was held in eight different cities
across Saudi Arabia, from October 11 to November 21,
2017. These included shows in Tanajib, Shaybah, Jeddah,
Yanbu, Abqaiq, Ras Tanura, Dhahran and Udhailiyah.
“Kanoo Travel’s relationship with Saudi Aramco goes back
several decades and the relationship continues to grow
today,” said Kanoo Travel Interim EGM Zaeem Gama.
“Kanoo Travel strives to offer the best in class solutions
and value to Saudi Aramco as well as KSA as a whole.

The Kanoo Travel team during the mini travel shows

“YBA Kanoo has worked closely with Saudi Aramco in
many different fields, and with the new appointment of the
Key Account Manager (KAM) and our parent company’s
internal restructure, we are better positioned than ever to
offer integrated solutions and offers, including travel.”
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KANOO TRAVEL SIGNS
WITH WORLD’S LARGEST

STUDENT AND YOUTH

TRAVEL AGENCY

Kanoo Travel signed its latest partnership with one of
the world’s largest specialised travel agencies, STA.
An exclusive partnership between Kanoo Travel and
STA Travel has been signed in Saudi Arabia and the
UAE to further support young adults, students and
teachers in the region. As the largest travel company
in the Middle East, Kanoo Travel constantly strives
for better and more focused deals for its customers.
Through this strategic agreement, students, teachers
and young adults will be able to get competitive fares
on hotels, hostels and accommodations around the
world.
Kanoo Travel will promote the wide array of offers
available at STA Travel, the world's largest student
and youth travel agency, and will provide exclusive
rates for airfare and accommodation, including
niche and competitive services for young adults and
students who wish to study or take a language course
abroad. This partnership also grows Kanoo Travel’s
ability to serve its network with rail services, such as
EURAIL, BritRail, Eurostar and Japan Rail.

“As a result, we look forward to working closely
with Kanoo Travel to offer younger generations and
teachers an opportunity to search for adventure and
reach goals with less hassle.

“At Kanoo Travel we strive to provide our customers
with high-quality, cost-effective travel,” Kanoo Travel
Interim Executive General Manager (EGM) Zaeem
Gama said.

“For lovers of big adventures on backpacker budgets,
we’ll always guarantee to beat the prices of any of
our competitors – and because talk is cheap, we’ll
give you $1,000 in credit toward your trip if we can’t
beat a genuine quote.

“Our partnership with STA Travel ensures that
students and young adults travelling on a budget
can have access to excellent, safe and dependable
accommodations around the world.

“We also have stores in over 60 countries, 24/7
customer service and a mobile app to book on the
road.”

“We are excited to provide a new service to the
community in addition to our current portfolio, and
look forward to seeing more and more young people
take advantage of these amazing offers.”
STA Travel also celebrated the strategic alliance, and
said with the signing of an agent in Saudi Arabia and
UAE the region would have unparalleled access to
unique packages and travel solutions.
“We've been trusted by travellers since 1979, only
working with the most reputable suppliers to ensure
our standards of customer health and safety are met
around the globe,” STA Travel Global Partners Sales
Manager Matt McCausland said.

Kanoo Travel has also signed up a partnership
agreement with International Student Identity Card
(ISIC), which enables students to get competitive
discounts from a list of retail outlets. The ISIC is
an internationally accepted card in almost 130
countries, and ISIC cardholders also gain preferential
and discounted access to over 150,000 products,
services and experiences relevant to all aspects
of student life. The card has been endorsed by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) since 1968.
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KANOO CAPITAL:
THE INVESTMENT PLATFORM

Kanoo Capital was established in January 2017 to
professionally, and centrally manages YBA Kanoo's
investment assets that do not belong to a business
line. These assets include Joint Ventures, Equities,
Private Equity, Fund Investments and Venture Capital.
The skillset to manage financial investments is very
different to that of managing an operating division.
During 2017 several investment specialists were hired
to complement the existing staff that were oversighting
the current array of investment portfolios.
The portfolio of assets under management is very
large and diverse and produces almost half of the
YBA Kanoo’s annual income. One of Kanoo Capital’s
primary mandates is to play a key role in developing the
future of the Group, through identifying potential joint
ventures in new and exciting industries and sectors, as
well as driving merger and acquisition activities. This
new function will give the Group the ability to pivot away
from the past when needed, and be at the forefront of
growth in the GCC, in line with the principal of ITQAN
and Vision 2020.
Kanoo Capital investment mandate is to produce
a steady stream of income with a target return
of approximately 8%. This is achieved through a
combination of investments across the risk spectrum,
but with the majority in less risky assets to preserve
the capital in the event of a severe market downturn.
In the wealth management world, this is known as a
‘balanced portfolio’ as shown in the chart below. This
is achieved through an asset allocation model that is
regularly monitored and updated in light of the prevailing
economic conditions.
Whilst other family groups around the region engage
in investment activities, very few have established a
structured and institutional process and investment
team to lead them, which showcases the forwardthinking nature of Kanoo.

Kevin Murphy

The Team
Kevin Murphy was appointed at the beginning of the
year as the Group Chief Investment Officer, to lead the
formation of Kanoo Capital, develop its strategy and
build the foundations on the new investment platform.
Over the year, he has brought on a team of investment
professionals from leading financial institutions and
investment banks to help create value within our
existing holdings, and drive investments externally.
Investments
Kanoo has investments and partnerships in some the
best known global companies such as AXA, Nestle,
APM Terminals, Halliburton, Akzo Nobel, and United
Arab Chemical Carriers. Kanoo Capital manages a
significant portfolio of equites across the region.
A key strength of the group is in its existing partnerships,
which Kanoo Capital will continue to foster, whilst also
following a thoughtful and robust process to making
new investments. Kanoo Capital is proactively looking
for investments, focusing on the specialist regional
knowledge that the family has developed over the
last 127 years. We are not restricted to the traditional
businesses that Kanoo have operated in, also investing
in new sectors such as healthcare and technology.
For example, over the last year, the Group has made
two investments that were both voted into the Top 5 of
the Top 100 Startups In The Arab World 2017 by Forbes
Magazine, namely Fetchr (#1) and Paytabs (#4).
Fetchr is five-year-old startup tackles delivery
challenges in Arab countries, where streets often lack
a formal address. Customers can download its app
and pinpoint their location on a Google map, allowing
Fetchr drivers to rely on GPS to deliver packages.
Paytabs is a Saudi incorporated online payment
processor that enables businesses to access and
accept payments from anywhere in the world. Paytabs
is currently available in 17 countries across the Middle
East, Africa, and Asia Pacific (and growing).
Kanoo Capital is fully confident that continuing to
nurture what we have and selectively expanding into
new areas will mean that YBA Kanoo will maintain
its position as one of the largest and most respected
family-owned enterprises in the Middle East.
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HARMONISING
STAFF BENEFITS
Medical Insurance
In light of Vision 2020’s objective of making YBA Kanoo
the “Employer of Choice”, and under the agenda of
harmonising staff benefits across the Company, the
management is delighted to announce the implementation
of two new medical insurance policies to cover all
employees in Bahrain.
A new medical insurance policy has been agreed with
AXA, to cover employees in Grades 10 and 11, who were
previously provided a reimbursement on their medical
claims. Employees below Grade 10 are now covered
under a new medical insurance policy with Al Hilal.
Multiple information sessions were held in the Company
by the insurance providers to introduce the policies to
the staff, and discuss their coverages. Emails containing
the details were also submitted. The provision of these
policies comes as an extension of the company’s intent to
provide the best environment possible for the employees
to thrive and drive the company forward.

ﺗـﺤﻘـﻴـﻖ اﻟـﺘﻤﻴّـﺰ

ﺑﺸﻜﻞ داﺋﻢ و ﻣﺴﺘﻤﺮ
DELIVERING SUSTAINABLE

EXCELLENCE

Annual Leave
Our new Annual Leave Policy will be effective from
January 1, 2018. The New Policy grants every employee
in Kanoo 30 business days paid leave, which previously
in KSA was 30 calendar days. This is the first step in
our harmonisation strategy and we will continue to push
forward in 2018 with further benefits.

www.kanoo.com
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Long-service and high performance employees

LONG SERVICE AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE

HONOURED
Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Group honoured a total of 39
employees for their long and dedicated service in addition
to seven employees for high performance during 2017.
Certificates of appreciation and a token of appreciation
was handed out to all employees by Group Deputy
Chairman Khalid Kanoo, in the presence of Fawzi Kanoo,
Family Council Chairman Nabeel Kanoo, director Ali
Abdulaziz Kanoo and director Ahmed Abdullah Kanoo.
Four employees were honoured for 40 years of service,
four for 35 years of service, four for 30 years of service,
17 for 25 years of service and ten for 20 years of service.
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20 YEARS

OF SERVICE
Mr Ahmed Fawzi Kanoo presented the 20 years’ Service
Award to Abdulrahman Al-Jahani for his service to YBA
Kanoo Group in Kanoo Property.

Employees at the leaving party

GOODBYE

ROGER
Kanoo Property WP telephone technician Roger Hallare
had a farewell celebration in his honour after he retired.
Mr Hallare has been working with YBA Kanoo Group
since 1993, and has had more than 24 years of service.
His managers and colleagues wished him a happy and
healthy life ahead with family and loved ones.

FAREWELL

HUSSAIN
Kanoo Oil & Gas Chemicals Technical Manager Khalid
Hussain had a farewell ceremony in his honour at the
chemicals department in Dammam. Mr Hussain had been
an employee at YBA Kanoo for over 20 years, up to his
current retirement.
Oil & Gas EGM Manoj Kumar Tripathy, Operations Manager
Chemicals Hrishikesh Dani and Operations Manager OFSS
Ramesh Shetty attended the ceremony to give their best

wishes, as well as fellow colleagues from Oil & Gas. Mr
Hussain was commended for his outstanding efforts,
dedication and hard work over the years. Mr Tripathy
thanked him for his loyalty and high morale over the period
of service and contribution to the organisation, expressing
his best wishes for his retirement.
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Kanoo Travel WP Staff Honoured

TRAVEL

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

STAFF AWARD
Kanoo Travel staff in the Western Province were presented
with awards for service in August and September by Mr
Ahmed Fawzi Kanoo.

BAHRAINI WOMEN

HONOURED

An employee of the month award for August 2017 was
presented by Mr Ahmed Fawzi Kanoo to Sami AlGamidi
from Administration.

Five women were honoured at the Bahraini Women’s
Day for their outstanding contribution to the company.
They were given gifts by Supreme Council for Youth and
Sports deputy general secretary and Women’s Sport
Committee chairwoman Shaikha Hayat bint Abdulaziz
Al Khalifa and Group Vice-Chairman and Saudi Arabia
Chairman Khalid Kanoo.
The women honoured were Saba Mohamed (HR),
Mariam Shakeeb (Procurement), Khadija Sayed Saeed
Alkhabbaz (BICS), Mona Sayed Adnan Al Hussaini
(Travel) and Manal Jamsheer (Shipping).

Employee of the Month Award was presented by Mr
Ahmed Fawzi Kanoo to Faisal AlNahdi for September
2017.
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WELCOME
ON BOARD

We are pleased to welcome new recruits to the YBA Kanoo family, and look forward to working closely with
them to achieve Vision 2020 and greater success for both the company and its employees.

BAHRAIN
ALEXANDER WALLACE
INT AUDIT MANAGER
GROUP

ANAS KAMALUDDIN
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY MGR
GROUP

ANDREW ASHCROFT
HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGER
KANOO SERVICES

NOORA BUSHELAIBI
MARKETING OFFICER
KANOO TRAVEL

SARIM MOHAMMED ASAF
OPERATIONS MANAGER
SHIPPING & LOGISTICS

UBAID SHAH ALAM
SR TRAVEL CONSULTANT
KANOO TRAVEL

JULIAN LORCA VALVERDE
TAX MANAGER
GROUP

MOHAMMED ELSHARIEF
REGIONAL SPECIFICATION MGR
GROUP

MOHAMMED AMEERJAN
ASST. MANAGER
SHIPPING & LOGISTICS

ALI AL HAYKI
MOHSEN AL MARZOOQ
DIV FINANCIAL CONTROLLER DIV FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
GROUP
GROUP

KSA
AHMAD ALGHAMDI
SALES MANAGER
KANOO TRAVEL

ALFAHDA ALKATHIRI
TRAVEL CONSULTANT
KANOO TRAVEL

ALI MOHAMED
KEY ACCOUNTS EXECUTIVE
CARGO SERVICES

ANAS HAMED
CUSTOMS BROKER
CARGO SERVICES

JAVED MOHAMED
OFFICE-IN-CHARGE
KANOO TRAVEL

MOHAMED ALY
SALES MANAGER
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY

SALEH ALGASSIM
CASHIER
GROUP

JEFFREY GLAZOTE
TECHNICIAN
REAL ESTATE

SAUD SALEH ALI ALBUAININ
CUSTOMS BROKER
CARGO SERVICES

ASAD KHAN
SHIPPING ASSISTANT
SHIPPING & LOGISTICS

AMARASINGHE UPALILIYAR
OFFICE-IN-CHARGE
KANOO TRAVEL

ABDULAZIZ DARMEEH
KEY ACCOUNT MANAGER
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY

ALI ALZAHER
PROJECTS ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY

KHALID ABU ELMAAREF
FLEET MANAGER
RENTAL
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